ANOTHER UNION DANCE FRIDAY

Fourirl's Tangle Road to Furnish Music Again—No Special Feature Promised.

The Iowa Union has advertised another of its cotillion dances for Friday evening. As usual, members will be admitted at half price, while those non-members will pay full price. The books will be charged the customary dollar. As usual, Fourirl will furnish the music, Prof. and Mrs. Wickenburg, who have proved each popular character at the union dance in the past will be there Friday. The committee is advertising no special features for this dance. As they were un

PANDIAN PLAYERS TO GIVE

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY

One of the Most Unique and Gripping Plays Ever Wreitten—Strong Cast.

This year the Pandian Players present "The Road to Yesterday," as most unusual and gripping plays ever written. Not only does it abound in humor, but it has that additional element of humor that makes the play a comedy—a big life problem. The cast is made up of some of the best dramatic students on the college and with the coaching of Miss Morello Hunt, who herself starred in the play some years ago, the performance will be grand, and deserve worth while.

The play is of distinct interest to students, as it takes up the problem of the 13th pneumonia, multiphaphanatomy, in which the professor works out many chapters of one lifelong story, and minucles with these deep problem, an advancement of this branch of science, in which the professor has a profound understanding that pleases every

SASKATOON AT AMIS

Dean Seibert of the graduate college, who has just left for that city, is expected to arrive here antenna next Sunday. His last test will be "Efficiency in Worship.

FRIENDSHIP COM. DINNER

The Girls' Committee will have its dinner at the Baptist church on Friday, May 23rd. The guests will be members of the faculty of this college and the college. The list of those who are to speak is not yet known. Miss Klingen also, Harriet Koch is to be toastmaster.

This announcement was received with great interest by President Beck and members of the faculty of the university and it is sincerely hoped by these members that the event will be a success in favor of the board of the school of music.

HOSPITAL WINGS

According to W. H. Boyd of the finance committee the new wing of the hospital will be ready for occupy

The old and new buildings of the "B" M C will meet this evening at the English Lutheran church, immediately after the banquet of the committee of
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war

the public is demanding war.

president wilson has received no

outstanding criticism from many un-

possibly, conservative newspapers.

and sober minded men in the

country ever. but he has deserved this cri-

crimination last night the first blood

was shed. four brave and splendid

young americans were shot down by

the deadly moruna bullets when the

marchers were landing at ver cing.

there are many sorrowing hearts

and grieved friends in some city

village or hamlet this morning.

is war worth the price of these

and other way out of it. it may

be that there is and that way might

solve the great problem.

the cry is raised that now is the

time to introduce 24th century civil-

ization into europe. when this

cry is raised when has every presi-

dent and every congress done? they

have done just what is being done

now. the trouble has been held off

just as long as possible and then

the cry is heard that it is time to

end it. no... the public demands that

our president will not declare war. in

asking for an end to war. no dis-

tant horizons until every avenue of

a peaceful settlement has been for-

sought.

the cry of war has aroused

the american blood and a great wave

of patriotism has swept over the

country. no one can fail to see

the general enthusiasm which has
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Dance in this $5.00 'Gossard' You will never be stiff or awkward in this special "Tango" model because it was especially designed to permit free, graceful motion. Notice how it is cut out in front, the low, easy bust line, the fashionably long skirt. This is our new Extremes! Perhaps, but very popular. Gossard the body line and large waist that every one wants. An elastic section in the back holds in the skirt firmly. Made in fancy French batiste, just the thing for evening wear. Price $5.00

The perfect fit and general satisfaction that you insure from a fitting by one of our trained corsetiers is alone worth the price of the corset. Every Gossard is fitted, whether you pay for it or $25.00. This is an unusual feature which is one of the secrets of the Gossard popularity.

SPECIAL SALE ON SUITS NEXT WEEK

Suits from $2.95 to $25.00 Special Price

Originally $17.50 to $40.00

THE WOMAN'S SHOP

Jefferson Hotel Bldg

"The Shop Every Woman Ought to Know"

"The Shop, Every Woman,Ought to Know!"

ENGELERT THEATRE

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday

"A Hot Old Time"

A sure cure for the blues, with its dancing garty chorus, starts Thursday.

SPECIAL SALE ON SUITS NEXT WEEK

Suits from $2.95 to $25.00 Special Price

Originally $17.50 to $40.00

SUITING DURING FLOODS

IS TOLD BY WOODWARD

Many Curious and Interesting Facts

Brought Out at Engineering Meeting.

Some of the brick houses in Dayton, Ohio, aren't yet dried out from the floods as they did not at the time of the flood. A sure cure for the blues, with its dancing garty chorus, starts Thursday.
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Sixty-three men went to Cuba—much excitement at that time. University Band concert issued June 20.

A meeting of the Associated Students of Applied Science was held Monday evening, and several matters of importance came up for consideration.

Chief among these was the selection of an athletic manager for the coming year. The honor was accorded to C. W. Harrison, a sophomore in general engineering. His home is at Osaw, Iowa, Stanley Hands, a junior civil, was a close second in the election.

A report on the Association's doings was made by the treasurer.

The fact that the recent engineers' celebration had cost in the neighborhood of $300 was brought to the notice of one who was concerned, this sum being offset by the advertising done on the show programs. With characteristic pep, the engineers promptly made up the deficit. In the recent stagge of the engineer's show at a local playground and at various Iowa towns during the spring vacation, the Applied Science students as a body had no part, and the figures cited by the treasurer do not include the fun-raising of that position.

Professor Alberts announced that with the consent of present work, the task of explaining engineering at Iowa to interested high school students would again be undertaken. His work last year as a writer. As a usual thing, the registrar's office receives a great many inquires during the spring from prospective college students interested in engineering. In former years the plan of having these inquiries answered by the engineering students themselves has proven highly satisfactory to all concerned. The engineers usually know the points that interest the high school student—from having been through the U. of I. system themselves—and can provide answers that are correct and attractive.

The committee working on this year's Transatlantic reported that the governor issued a call for the week that would appear about May 15. Several interesting and worth while articles are promised as features of the coming number.

ELECTION OF WOMEN'S LEAGUE PROGRESSING

Candidates Already Selected from Juniors and Sophomores by an 
Election.

The juniors receiving the greatest number of votes were:

Zetagarians Win in Second Debate

Sophomore Zetagarians win from Irvings by final be- hulp of H. Short.

Zetagarians Win in Second Debate

Closest Work of Years Green Last Night—This Debate Second of Series—Zetagarians Hold University Championship.

The second of the series of close contests was closed by the sophomore Zetagian team defeated the Irvings team in the question of the government ownership of railways by 2 to 1 decis- ion.

This debate was the closest that has been held this year, the result not being settled up to the final speech. The Irvings on the negative side of the question had the best of the argument during the constructive work, but fell down in the rebuttal by failing to answer the arguments squarely. The work of both teams was excellent and no fault could be picked out but the work of Mr. Short's team was particularly for it was closing with a rebuttal speech that practically won the debate for Zetagarians.

This debate is the second of the series. The first held the other night was won by the Irving team. The Zetagarians also won the university championship team earlier in the season. The teams were as follows:

Zetagarians
Irvin Founial
Irvine Pataker
Webster
Shaw
Kinder
M. Cooper

Irvings
Hans Ward
Edna Welsall
Vincent
Judah

The sophomore receiving the highest number were:

Sylvia Allen, Catherine Cook, Addie Harris, Hope Lewis and Florence Payley. Two of these girls received the same number of votes, as these will be voted upon. The formal election will be held in the liberal arts gymnasium on Monday, May 23 from 5 to 7:30. Each member of the league is asked to vote.

The girls receiving the greatest num- ber of the Irving's group were to be pres- ident, next to highest, vice president.

The sophomore receiving the greatest num- ber of votes will be secre- tary, and the next highest, treasury.

ENGLISH

Monday, April 27.

UNDER DI~RTION OF MISS NORMA HARRISON

GET-TAHT-DATE-NEWS